


1983 : The first casks are filled with Armorik spirit.
1987 : First bottles of WB - Whisky Breton, a blended whisky are sold.
1993 : Building of our distillery dedicated to Armorik.
1998 : Armorik Single Malt is launched in Brittany.
2015 : Breton Whisky is officially recognized as a geographical indication.
2018 : Armorik 20th anniversary: our first 10-year-old single malt is released.
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« Distillerie Warenghem is home to the very first Breton Single Malt Whisky: Armorik. 
Established on the northern coast of Brittany, in France, the distillery is independent 

and family-owned for over a century.
Built in 1900 to produce the finest liqueurs, this craft distillery shows more than

100 years of experience and know-how. In 1983, thanks to Gilles Leizour’s passion
for innovation and whisky, the distillery became the first French whisky distillery. » 

DAVID ROUSSIER, General manager

Armorik, wh�ky Bret� single malt



As a craft distillery, quality is our main 
concern. We want to keep a careful eye 
throughout the whisky making process. 
Armorik is thus brewed, fermented, 
distilled, matured and bottled at the 
distillery.

WATER: Rest Avel source,
100 meters deep, under the distillery.

CEREALS: French barley for the single 
malts. Breton wheat. Non-GMO.

DISTILLATION: Double distillation in copper 
pot stills. 150 000 LAP/Year.

Craftm�ship
MATURATION: Primarily ex-bourbon and 
sherry oloroso casks. Our commitment 
towards our Breton roots can be seen 
through the partnership which we have with 
the last Breton cooper. Thus, we use unique 
Breton oak casks from the local forests of 
Brittany.

CLIMATE: Oceanic climate with mild 
temperature, humidity, wind and sea spray.

Armorik is not chill-filtered and without
added caramel to preserve its authenticity
and aromas.



Armorik Cla�ic is mainly matured in ex-bourbon 
casks of di�erent ages to highlight the richne� 
and smoothne� of our distillate. It shows the 
quality of maturation under the Breton climate 
and the expertise of our master blender.

CLASSIC
46%
MATURATION: Matured in bourbon casks
NOSE: Intense and complex. Spicy cereals are 
followed by exotic fruits notes (mango, passion fruit)
PALATE: Smooth and rich. Elegant salty notes come 
along the unctuosity and depth of the whisky
FINISH: very long, warm and spicy


